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Ta i n a n  F u r n i t u r e 
Museum Looks at an 
Industry in Transition
Tainan Furniture Museum has teamed up with Yung 
Shing subsidiaries to arrange a variety of cultural 
programs and exhibitions

By Michelle Hsu
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Several award-winning items are on display 
at the museum.

With guidance from Dr. Lu Yuan-hua, the 
Tainan Furniture Museum has become the 
first eco-museum in Taiwan.

The Tainan Furniture Museum, transformed 
from an idle furniture factory of Yung Shing 
Furniture Company, is the first private eco-
themed furniture museum in Taiwan. Based 
in southern Taiwan, the museum's mission 
is to display and educate the public about 
Taiwan's furniture industry.

Wood furniture maker Yung Shing began 
to shift the focus of its manufacturing 
operations to southern China and considered 
disposing part of its Taiwan-based production 
lines during the later 1990s. The company 
then took Dr. Lu Yuan-hua's suggestion to 
transform its 10,000-square-meter plant into 
a museum. The Tainan Furniture Museum's 
preparatory office was established in the year 
2000, with Lu as its chief designer.

Lu ,  the chairman of  Taiwan Furniture 
Properties Association (TFPA), says that 
the historic records of Taiwan's furniture 
industry's development over the past decades 
is fragmented and needs an institution to 
collect, compile, and reserve the historic 
documents in a systemic way. "That's one of 
the missions of this Museum," Lu said. In his 
view, Yung Shing is well qualified to take on 
this mission given the company's background 

as a senior surviving furniture maker that has 
witnessed all of the transformative stages in 
Taiwan's furniture industry.

Established in 1958, Yung Shing will soon 
celebrate its 60th anniversary. The company 
has continually adjusted its operations 
t o  c o p e  w i t h  t h e  c h a n g i n g  b u s i n e s s 
environment and market trends. The Tainan 
Furniture Museum, inaugurating in 2005, 
adds further value to the company, especially 
in terms of cultural inheritance and exhibition 
of Taiwan-made furniture items from different 
periods.

Preserving the History of an Industr

Lu praised the museum's collection of 
resources on the furniture industry. It records 
the continuous transition of Taiwan's small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs) over a half-
century period and the retention and
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T h e  m u s e u m  a r r a n g e s  s e m i n a r s  i n 
conjunction with exhibitions.Antique furniture interprets the wisdom of 

Chinese furniture makers.

operation of the complete industrial process 
in the sector. The museum well represents 
the SMEs thathave been the pil lars of 
Taiwan's furniture industry as well as island's 
overall economy.

Lu believes that the museum does a good 
job in presenting the continuous innovation 
of the local furniture industry, as well as in 
educating the public and preserving the 
industry's heritage. Unlike the static display 
museum experience of the past, it represents 
an innovative change to traditional industrial 
museums in Taiwan.

Yung Shing entered entirely new ground 
w h e n  i t  d e c i d e d  i n  2 0 0 0  t o  t u r n  i t s 
increasingly idle factory into a center for the 
preservation of Taiwanese furniture history. 
The manufacturer brought to the project a 
half century of history in the woodcraft trade, 
during which it has witnessed the industry's 
rise and fall. Feeling that the sector's heydays 
had past, the company got the idea to open a 
furniture industry museum.

"After all, we must have a history if we are 
to have a future," Yeh Tai-chin, a late co-
founder of Yung Shing, said in his remarks at 
the Museum's inauguration. "Here, one can 
experience the power and tenacity of life, and 
from the relics of the past, we can understand 
their source," said Yeh.

Eco-museum

More than four years in the planning, the 
museum was conceived as an eco-friendly 
institution in line with other related cultural, 
leisure, and industrial activities in the area. 
Like an organism, it has continually adapted 
its pace to the pulse of the times and the 
development of creative industries.

The term "eco-museum" was originated in 
France, first coined by Georges Henri Rivière 
and Hugues de Varine, referring to a new idea 
of holistic interpretation of cultural heritage, 
in opposition to a traditional museum's focus 
on displaying specific items and objects. 
Comparatively, it's a museum focused on 
the identity of a place, largely based on 
local participation and aiming to enhance 
the welfare and development of  local 
communities.

Eco-museums are an important medium 
through which a community can take control 
of its heritage and enable new approaches 
to make meaning from conserving its local 
distinctiveness. Globally, the eco-museum 
phenomenon has grown dramatically over 
the years, with no one eco-museum model 
but rather an entire philosophy that has been 
adapted and molded for use in a variety of 
situations. There are now about 300 eco-
museums in Europe. Whereas, the Tainan 
Furniture Museum is a Taiwan pioneer in this 
area.
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Modern chairs are part of the museum's 
collection.

The museum attracts visitors from near and 
far.

In addition to its main function's of "display, 
education,  and recording,"  the Tainan 
Furniture Museum has teamed up with other 
Yung Shing subsidiaries to arrange a variety 
of furniture or cultural related activities, such 
as the Yung Shing woodworking school 
which offers regular woodworking training 
classes as well as DIY woodcraft-making 
activities on weekends; and the Yung Shing 
Cultural Hall, which arranges tea-tasting, 
flower arrangement, and other art activities.

The Tainan Furniture Museum brings a to 
its subject and seeks to invite the public 
to an experience of exploration through an 
interactive learning and environment and 
two-way communication.

Diverse Displays

The Museum's display spans from Yung 
Shing's furniture items to other items that 
collectively cover a broad spectrum, highlight 
the various activities of the production 
line, and systematically introduce Taiwan's 
traditional wood craft and creative furniture 
industries.

The Tainan Furniture Museum is also part 
of a new trend in Taiwan's museum world, 
where institutions are gradually adjusting 
their role from one in which they preserve and 
display human culture, to one aimed primarily 
at collection, display, promotion of education, 
and research.

Lu thanked the many experts and scholars 
that have contributed to the museum's 
success, as well as the competent authorities 
for their encouragement and the museum 
community for its support.

The museum, however, knows that its job has 
just begun. The collection needs to be further 
built up and many aspects of the environment 
need to be improved. In the future, the 
museum expects to grow, learn, and become 
increasingly international in the years ahead.
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T F M A  S e e k s  t o 
Revitalize Taiwan's 
Furniture Industry
Industry association is forming a cross-business 
strategic alliance to create a platform for resource 
integration

TFMA/Furniture

By Michelle Hsu
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TFMA formed a cross-business strategic 
alliance as a platform for the furniture 
industry to integrate resources from various 
sectors.

Chen Chang-hsiu, chairman of Formosa 
Design center, assumed the chairmanship 
of  Ta iwan Furni ture  Manufacturers ' 
Association (TFMA) at the beginning of this 
year.

Founded in 1973, the Taiwan Furniture 
Manufacturers Association (TFMA) has 
witnessed Taiwan's furniture industry through 
its ups and downs. Today, the association 
faces new challenges in its mission to help 
local furniture makers adapt to changing 
business conditions and stay competitive.

"With the furniture industry starting to revive 
from the downturn that started with the 
global economic slump in 2008, the TFMA 
has worked out several solutions to lead the 
industry forward," said Chen Chang-hsiu, 
who was elected as the Association's new 
chairman on January 2, 2015.

Chen says that the TMFA has launched a 
cross-business strategic alliance to serve as 
a platform to integrate resources and talent 
in the furniture industry and related fields. 
The alliance aims to help companies respond 
to the increasingly complex nature of their 
business, as local demand accounts for a 
growing share of sales.

"Domestic orders are generally smaller than 
export orders. They are also more complex 
and involved, requiring higher levels of 
professionalism across a number of business 
areas," Chen says.

The alliance was officially formed at a January 
2 ceremony joined by representatives of the 
alliance members.

Alliance Members

The eight founding members of the alliance 
are the TFMA, Taiwan Interior Design & 
Decorat ion Associat ion of  Commerce 
(TIDDA), Taiwan National Association of 
Interior Design (TNAID), Taiwan Kitchen 
Cabinet Development Association (TKCDA), 
Kitchen Union Association of Republic of 
China (KUAROC), Taiwan Woodworking 
Machinery Association (TWMA), Taiwan Good 
Design Association, and National Taipei 
University of Technology (Taipei Tech).

"It covers both the upstream and downstream 
segments of the industry," Chen noted. For 
example, the TFMA and the two kitchenware 
associations will play the role of suppliers for 
the interior decoration association (TNAID), 
while the Taiwan Good Design Association 
will work closely with them to work out good 
designs.

The TWMA and Taipei Tech will provide 
professional technical support and training 
services.  The former is a special ist  in 
innovative and precision woodworking 
machines, while the latter is a leading 
woodworking technology training institution 
in Taiwan.

"Work quality is an essential component in 
realizing the full value of a good design," 
Chen says. He means that the furniture 
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Design plays a key role in adding value to 
furniture.

i n d u s t r y  c a n ' t  f u l l y  d e v e l o p  w i t h o u t 
sufficient support of talented workers. Chen 
also recognizes the importance of talent 
cultivation for Taiwan's furniture industry, 
which has suffered a shortage of labor 
supply for over the past two decades. Chen 
will encourage TFMA member companies 
to cooperate with Taipei Tech or other 
woodworking technology training institutes 
to train and employ talented workers.

TFMA Committees

The alliance will meet every three months, 
as well as hold an annual industry summit 
joined by industry leaders, scholars and 
experts to discuss the future development 
of Taiwan's furniture industry. Chen named 
William Chiang, chairman of Yung Shing 
Furniture Co., as convener of the TFMA's 
Public Relation Committee, responsible for 
handling the alliance's activities.

Under Chen's leadership, the TFMA has 
set up several new committees, including 
the Design & Creative Cultural Committee, 
headed by Walter Chiang, chairman of Walter-
Barng Wooden Indus. Co.. Chiang has long 
advocated the establishment of a platform 
to help companies source designers for 
cooperation and showcase their works.

Michael Ko, chairman of Como Furniture Ent. 
Co., was named the convener of Industry 
Upgrading Committee ,  which aims to 
promote the upgrading of Taiwan's furniture 
industry to a higher level with an emphasis 
on superior quality.

Sam Chen, chairman of Soflex Furniture 
Industry Co., will head the Exhibition and 
Marketing Committee,  responsible for 
handling international exhibition affairs. 
Though Taiwan's furniture industry has 
become increasingly domestic-oriented, 
local furniture companies still hope to extend 
their global business networks. The TFMA 
organizes TFMA delegations to set up Taiwan 
pavilion at more than 10 international major 
furniture shows every year.

" O u r  e f f o r t s  t o  p r o m o t e  e x p o r t s  b y 
participating in international trade fairs is 
well recognized by the Bureau of Foreign 
Trade (BOFT), under the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs (MOEA)," said Chen. Under his 
leadership, the TFMA will become even more 
active in this aspect.

China and Vietnam

China and Vietnam are the two overseas 
areas with the closest ties to Taiwan in terms 
of furniture production. "China's furniture 
industry emerged at a time when Taiwan's 
furniture industry badly needed to extend 
production lines abroad to tap overseas labor 
and resources," said Chen.

Taiwan's furniture industry started to set 
up overseas factories in China from the 
1980s, making great contributions to the 
rapid growth of China's furniture industry 
in the following two decades. "During the 
two decades since the early 1980s, Taiwan 
and China were in a perfect complementary 
relationship in terms of the furniture industrial 
structure: Taiwan needed overseas labor and 
industrial land and China needed investment 
and skills," observed Chen.

The complementary relationship led to a 
seamless connection between the furniture 
industries of the two sides. China's furniture 
industry,after two decades of rapid growth
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The combination of furniture production 
and interior design is vital to the success 
of furniture companies seeking to promote 
business in the domestic market.

from the 1980s,  began to face growth 
bottlenecks in the mid-2000s. "The change 
pushed the Taiwanese furniture companies in 
China to adjust their business models. Some 
relocated production to Vietnam and some 
turned their focus on domestic sales in China.

Chen believes that China may gradually 
replace the U.S. and Europe as the largest 
market for Taiwanese furniture companies, 
either based in Taiwan or China" in the future. 
He feels that TFMA will therefore need to 
work out strategies to help its member 
companies explore the market in China.

The TFMA has two other committees in 
charge of China Affairs and Vietnam affairs, 
respectively.  Vietnam is now the most 
important area for overseas investment by 
Taiwanese furniture companies. The TFMA 
even set up a Vietnam branch to serve its 
member companies there, headed by Nick 
Ho, chairman of C-C Co., a leading Taiwanese 
furniture company in Vietnam.

Formosa Design Center

Chen himself runs a furniture company, 
Formosa Design Center, located in central 
Taiwan. The company was one of the first 
in Taiwan's furniture industry to transform 
from a production-orient enterprise to a 
design-driven operation. It has also gained 
a reputation as one of the leading Taiwan 
brands in the furniture and interior design 
market.

Based on his successful experience in 
transforming his own furniture company, 
Chen is commonly regarded one of the best 
qualified people to head the TFMA and help 
Taiwan's furniture industry to reach a new 
peak period in the years ahead.
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CHANG-YIH IRON 
& WOOD PRODUCTS CO., LTD.

28 Pukang Rd., Puyen Township, 
Changhua County, Taiwan 516
Tel: 886-4-881-9238/9    
Fax: 886-4-881-9532 
http://m.cens.com/s/changyih
         www.cens.com/changyih
E-mail: a9238@ms8.hinet.net

Having been manufacturing and exporting steel K/D furnishings for 20 years, we are highly recommended for our 
superior-quality products by buyers from Japan, the U.S. and European countries. Doing everything with our clients in mind 
and always keeping our promises, we are capable of creating numerous business opportunities for buyers worldwide.

Multipurpose Indoor Rack Side/end table (with tissue box holder 
attached under the table surface)

Towel Holders

Clothes Racks/Hangers
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QI LING FURNITURE / Glass Tables, Office Desks, Glass Display Stands and Cabinets, Cupboard-Tables.
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Living room furniture, office furniture, desks, storage cabinets, bathroom furniture, 
dining furniture, grid shelves, special crafts for home decorations
Founded in 2006, Hanaco Group is a world-caliber manufacturer and marketer of furniture, with a production base in China and a 
branch in Taiwan.

Despite its tender age of only eight years, Hanaco claims it is one of the few furniture makers that have integrated production 
capability, from material handling to furniture manufacturing, along with rich cross-strait sales experience. It is fully able, the 
company says, to serve clients with ample capacity, high production efficiency, consistent quality, and timely after-sale services.

The group has a capitalization of US$10 million and employs more than 800 workers at its China manufacturing base, which 
occupies an area of some 90,000 square meters and is able to turn out enough furniture to fill 200 forty-foot containers a month. 
Around 80% of the firm’s products are currently exported to Japan, with the remainder going to Europe and the U.S.

Hanaco takes particular pride in its highly integrated production, with complete lines of equipment turning for melamine processing, 
PVC and PU lamination, vacuum forming, sheet metalworking, powder coating, plastic injection molding, fastener and hardware 
manufacturing, and packaging. This unparalleled integration has helped the company establish a high profile in the industry.

A strong commitment to quality is another element in Hanaco’s success. The company carries out strict quality control measures 
throughout the production process, and its manufacturing base has won ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification in an effort to assure 
customers of the best quality and added value. The manufacturer also pays strict attention to R&D, and is well able to develop new 
products in cooperation with customers.

The firm’s product lineup covers living room furniture, office furniture, desks, storage cabinets, bathroom furniture, dining 
furniture, racks, grid shelves, special crafts for home decorations, and other quality products.

Melamine veneering, PC-controlled cutting, dual-end milling & trimming, automatic edge-sealing, six-
row drilling, CNC drilling, stamping, automatic welding, powder coating, vacuum-forming, hardware 
injection, packaging, delivery

Taiwan Branch

HSIN HUNG FURNITURE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
20F-1, No. 1, Sec. 2, Gongyi Rd., Nantun Dist., 
Taichung City 408, Taiwan
Tel: 886-4-2320-0360     Fax: 886-4-2320-0370
E-mail: km05@kenmart.com.tw

China Manufacturing Base
ZHANGJIAGANG HANA METAL CO.,LTD.
No.118, Shangcheng Road, Industrial Concentrate Area Miaoqiao, 
Zhangjiagang City, Jiangsu Pro., 215615, China
Tel: 86-512-8250-6655        Fax: 86-512-5841-5996
E-mail: salesjp.dept@hanacogroup.com

http://www.hanacogroup.com
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Living room furniture, office furniture, desks, storage cabinets, bathroom furniture, 
dining furniture, grid shelves, special crafts for home decorations
Founded in 2006, Hanaco Group is a world-caliber manufacturer and marketer of furniture, with a production base in China and a 
branch in Taiwan.

Despite its tender age of only eight years, Hanaco claims it is one of the few furniture makers that have integrated production 
capability, from material handling to furniture manufacturing, along with rich cross-strait sales experience. It is fully able, the 
company says, to serve clients with ample capacity, high production efficiency, consistent quality, and timely after-sale services.

The group has a capitalization of US$10 million and employs more than 800 workers at its China manufacturing base, which 
occupies an area of some 90,000 square meters and is able to turn out enough furniture to fill 200 forty-foot containers a month. 
Around 80% of the firm’s products are currently exported to Japan, with the remainder going to Europe and the U.S.

Hanaco takes particular pride in its highly integrated production, with complete lines of equipment turning for melamine processing, 
PVC and PU lamination, vacuum forming, sheet metalworking, powder coating, plastic injection molding, fastener and hardware 
manufacturing, and packaging. This unparalleled integration has helped the company establish a high profile in the industry.

A strong commitment to quality is another element in Hanaco’s success. The company carries out strict quality control measures 
throughout the production process, and its manufacturing base has won ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certification in an effort to assure 
customers of the best quality and added value. The manufacturer also pays strict attention to R&D, and is well able to develop new 
products in cooperation with customers.

The firm’s product lineup covers living room furniture, office furniture, desks, storage cabinets, bathroom furniture, dining 
furniture, racks, grid shelves, special crafts for home decorations, and other quality products.

Melamine veneering, PC-controlled cutting, dual-end milling & trimming, automatic edge-sealing, six-
row drilling, CNC drilling, stamping, automatic welding, powder coating, vacuum-forming, hardware 
injection, packaging, delivery

Taiwan Branch

HSIN HUNG FURNITURE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
20F-1, No. 1, Sec. 2, Gongyi Rd., Nantun Dist., 
Taichung City 408, Taiwan
Tel: 886-4-2320-0360     Fax: 886-4-2320-0370
E-mail: km05@kenmart.com.tw

China Manufacturing Base
ZHANGJIAGANG HANA METAL CO.,LTD.
No.118, Shangcheng Road, Industrial Concentrate Area Miaoqiao, 
Zhangjiagang City, Jiangsu Pro., 215615, China
Tel: 86-512-8250-6655        Fax: 86-512-5841-5996
E-mail: salesjp.dept@hanacogroup.com

http://www.hanacogroup.com



HER TSYR ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. / HER TSYR ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. Computer Desk, Mirror, Hanger, TV Stand. 
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Dining Room Furniture, Kitchen Furniture, Living Room Furniture, Bathroom Accessories.
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Other Living Room 
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 (Metal, Glass)
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NEW LUNG 
CHEN IND. CO., LTD. 

58-3 Chienliao Rd., Shenkang Dist., 
Taichung City, Taiwan 429
Tel: 886-4-2528-0053     Fax: 886-4-2527-7700
http://m.cens.com/s/newlungchen
E-mail: nlungcen@ms21.hinet.net

NEW LUNG CHEN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. is a furniture factory with excellent designers and makers. We own superior technology 
and equipment to make all kinds of Metal Furniture for customers. For example, we manufacture bar stools, chairs, coffee tables, lamp 
tables, telephone tables, flower tables, dining tables, up-down tables, TV shelves, trolleys, coat racks, and so on. We are able to produce 
high quality products and customize goods for clients with persistent research and development. We always do serve our customers 
sincerely. And we believe that the cooperation and satisfaction for clients will be long-lasting by our endeavors.

Dining Cart Series Dinette Set Height-adjustable Table

Adjustable Dining Table
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With 30-plus years in designing, making stainless-steel clothes racks, Taiwan-Peg Co., Ltd. has developed stylish.

No. 63-5, Lane 2, Tahsin Rd., Hsihu Village, Puyen Township, Changhua County, Taiwan
Tel: 886-4-865-3118                Moble: 886-0916511237       Fax: 886-4-865-8361   
E-mail: taiwanpeg@gmail.com        Website:www.cens.com/taiwanpeg

Taiwan-Peg Co., Ltd.

Taiwan-Peg Co., Ltd.
Stainless steel clothes stands, hangers, pegs, 
open-type pants/skirts stands etc.

With a history of over three decades, Taiwan-Peg Co., Ltd. is a veteran, renowned manufacturer of 
clothes stands, hangers, pegs and open-type  pants and skirts stands, with its products quite 
popular with customers at home and abroad.
The company’s clothes stands, hangers and pegs are made of 18-8 stainless tubes and wires, and 
are available in various patterns to meet different requirements of customers. The products undergo 
rust-proof treatment to secure long durability.
Besides, to keep clothes from being blown off or down, the firm's clothes stands are fitted with 
anti-abrasion bearings and feature wind-resistant design with hooks attached, so that they can save 
space and hang more clothes firmly.
To stay competitive, Taiwan-Peg constantly enhances its know-how, R&D, and innovation with the 
aim of providing ever-better products. In addition to standard products, the company also turns out 
customized products based on customers’ special orders. 
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LONG CHERNG / Decorative Moldings,Wooden Strips ,Wood/Wooden Materials / Lumber .
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Tech spring manufacturing corp. provides quality spring.

電線插頭 電源線配線 專業開發製造

Power cord Wiring Extension cords Plugs and subsidiary products

 four two  for good and all

506彰化縣福興鄉麥厝村2-10號
2-10 Maitso Village Fuhsing Township,
Changhua County, Taiwan 506
Tel:886-4-7702542  Fax:886-4-7701541
E-mail:a4242.com@msa.hinet.net

Ur Speed Bus

www.fourtwo.com.tw

ST-049

ST-053

ST-060 ST-061
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HO SHUAN 
ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.

3 0  S a n s h e  R d. ,  S h e n k a n g  D i s t . , 
Taichung City, Taiwan 429
Tel: 886-4-2561-9461/2
Fax: 886-4-2562-4796
http://m.cens.com/s/hoshuan
             www.hoshuan.com.tw
E-mail hos@ms17.hinet.net

Insisting that customers are always our first priority, we provide the best possible computer tables and desks to fulfill all 
customer requirements. Our business goal is to create lucrative business opportunities for and share profits with our customers.

Established in 1986, Ho Shuan Enterprise Co., Ltd. has experienced and survived from the recent sluggishness of the local 
market, after years of effort. Thanks to the support and advice of our clients, we can still expect business growth every year.
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10403 傢具-浩威 葉秋燕-全C

Newly designed & Patented SeriesNewly designed & Patented Series

4D-Arms

浩威金屬工業股份有限公司
How Wei Metal Industrial Co., LTD.
745 台南市安定區中沙里沙崙 55-3 號 Tel:(06)593-5260/2   Fax:886-593-5263
55-3 Shalun, Zhongsha Borough, Anding Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan 745
E-mail: h5930173@ms33.hinet.net Http://www.cens.com/howwei
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PRIME ART 
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. 

No.  180-2 ,  Lane  92 ,  Fengnan  S t . , 
Fengyuan Dist., Taichung City, Taiwan 420
Tel:  886-4- 2538-7881
Fax:  886-4-2538-4533
http://m.cens.com/s/primeart
             www.cens.com/primeart
E-mail: prime.art@msa.hinet.net

Established in October 1994, Prime Art Industrial Co., Ltd. has focused on providing comfortable, functional office 
furnishings to global customers. 

   Prd: Handles, Slide Rails, Cabinet Glides, Hinges, Hydraulic Hinges, Glass Door Hinges, Glass Clips, Casters for Sliding Book 
Shelves, Hydraulic Spring Lifts, Double Roller Cabinet Door Catches, Ventilation Grilles, Sliding Door Casters, Casters, Clothes & 
Trousers Hangers/Racks, Necktie Organizers, Hardware Accessories for Wardrobe Sliding Mirror Doors, Sliding Mirror Brackets & 
the Related Hardware Parts, Long-type Handles, Hydraulic Lift Support, Glass Patch Fittings, Double-Roller Cabinet Door Catches, 
Clothes/Trousers Hangers/Racks, Aluminum Cabinet Glides, Drawer Slides, Ball-bearing Slides, Lift-plate, German-style Hinges, 
Hydraulic Hinges For Thick Doors, Clip Hinges, Sliding Mirror Brackets (w/traverse rods), Glass Hinges, Hydraulic hinges(165 degree 
opening), Hydraulic hinges (110 degree opening), Hydraulic Flat Hinges. 

OA-699,  WRITING DESK
CB-059,  FILING CABINET

OA-678,  WRITING DESK OA-681,  WRITING DESK NB-022 B, NOTEBOOK DESK
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Hardware Parts and Accessories for OA Furniture
Tay Arng Co., Ltd. is dedicated to manufacturing
off ice furniture, parts & accessories, including
office-chair parts as back panels, armrests, tube
connectors to suspension / pneumatic seat bases, 
as well as hardware and  accessories as spring cups,
screws, armrest & chair back sheet-metal, swivel 
p l a t e s ,  s e a t  b r a c k e t s ,  a d j u s t a b l e  
back-supporter etc. Please contact 
usfor detailed information.

 

       Specialized Maker of Office Furniture & Parts

          岱昂有限公司 TAY ARNG CO., LTD.
                                         No. 110-1, Dawan E. Rd., Yongkang Dist., Tainan City 710, Taiwan
                                         Tel: 886-6-272-0675, 273-9451    Fax: 886-6-273-1831   
                                         http://www.tai-ang.com               E-mail: tai.angco@msa.hinet.net
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各種氣壓式升降調整器專業製造廠

Adjustable Gas Spring Specialist
Applications:
OA chairs,Japanese-style chairs,trunk lifter,
sports equipment,photocopierm, vehicles,machinery,
furnishings,etc.

Approved by:
LGA of Germany , DIN 4550 Class 3
ANSI/BIFMA of the U.S.
CATAS of Italy
SGS ISO9001
AFRDI of Australian
LGA of Germany ,  DIN 4550 Class 4
TUV of Germany

Manufacturer & Exporter
萬得富股份有限公司 WAN DER FUL CO., LTD.

No.16, Lane 132, Shengli Rd., Jemte Dist., Tainan  City, Taiwan  717
 TEL:886-6-270-7563       FAX:886-6-270-7966

http://www.wdf-gaslift.com/ E-mail:wdfmail@wdf-gaslift.com
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DESIGNED for  Better
Manufacturer of OA system, Office furniture , 

Mobile pedestal, Table legs, Cabinet

欽富企業股份有限公司 CHYN FUH ENTERPRISE CO., LTD.
No. 172, Jungshan Rd., Fan Cheng Village, Changir Shiang, 
Ping Tung Hsien, Taiwan 90842
TEL : 886-8-762-0055     E-mail: cfu.furniture@seed.net.tw                   
FAX : 886-8-762-5986     http://www.cfu.com.tw/
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CIFF 2015
MAR 28-APR 01

Stand No. S11.2 B13

CIFF 2015
MAR 28-APR 01

Stand No. S11.2 B13

優 嘉 實 業 股 份 有 限 公 司

IOU JIA INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.

高雄市83164大寮區大發工業區莒光一街19-1號

NO. 19-1 JEU KUANG 1 STREET, TA-LIAO
DIST. 83164 KAOHSIUNG, TAIWAN
TEL: 07-787 2366 / FAX: 886-7-787 2787
E-MAIL: ioujia.lm@msa.hinet.net
WEB: www.ioujia.com.tw
LINE ID: IOUJIA

Office Chair Expert
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Ocean Avenue Main Products/Service:Conference Chairs, Office/OA Chairs.

OCEAN  AVENUE  CO.
歐森橋國際有限公司

OEM+SOURCING + QC
 
MUSICAL  CHAIRS  CO.
愛北陸有限公司

215-18 Ming Shing Rd.
Tainan 70261, Taiwan
T: +886-6-262-0809
F: +886-6-262-0812
E: info@oceanaveco.com

www.oceanaveco.com
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PERNG SHI ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. Manufacturer, Design and Research ServicesOffice Chair, Kid Chair.
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Chairs, Swivel-top Stools,Bar Counters and Stools, Work Chair, Stool, Specialized Seating, Leather Chair.

Inquire NowWebpage

CHUENG  SHINE CO.,LTD.

No.198-6, Chin Tan Li, Taibao City, Chiayi County 61250, Taiwan.
Tel:886-5-3713928
Fax:886-5-3715528
E-mail:info@cschair.com.tw  Http://www.cschair.com.tw
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No.18, Zhongxing Rd., Jiatai Industrial Park, Taibao City, Chiayi
County 61252, Taiwan.
Tel:886-5-2376899
Fax:886-5-2379799
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HSIN CHAO SHENG PLASTIC CO., LTD. Casters for OA Chairs, OA Chair Arms, OA Chair Pneumatic Lifters.
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10403 傢具-盈佳 鄭素卿-全C

NC-04
L500xW535xH1210 mm

NC-05+P
L520xW500xH1190 mm

NC-05
L520xW500xH960 mm

BACK COVER (A:OUTER B:INNER)

盈佳塑膠模具股份有限公司 YNG CHIA PLASTIC MOLD CORP.
No. 2, Lane 116, Peitsaitien, Kuangwen Borough, Shanhua Dist., Tainan City, Taiwan 741    Tel: 886-6-583-1251      
E-mail:yngchia.ken@msa.hinet.net                       http://www.yngchia.com.tw/                        Fax: 886-6-583-9251  
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M.S. Printing Co., Ltd.
No. 13, Lane 111,  Sec. 3, 

Daya Dist., Taichung City 428, Taiwan

Tel: +886-4-25671168      Fax: +886-4-25672268

E-mail:msprint@ms14.hinet.net

Minshen Rd.,

http://www.msprinting.com.tw

Ready to Go Green? We Can Get You There!
Specialist in eco-friendy materials.

Our products:
＊Printed paper, with NC/AMC/PU/embossed PU coating.
＊Printed PVC film, with UV coating.
＊PETG film, eco-friendly material to replace PVC film.
＊Printed melamine sheet.
＊Edge banding.
＊Transfer film.
＊Self-adhesive film.

Applications:
＊Flat surface lamination, Curve surface lamination, Vacuum Foaming 
    (Membrane Press), Wrapping, High Pressure lamination, etc.
＊Metallic, wooden panels lamination.
＊Office/living room/kitchen furniture.
＊Building materials.
＊Flooring.
＊Ornaments, display racks, automobiles, and electrical appliances, etc.
＊Your innovative ideas!

As an eco-sensitive developer, we will keep introducing new materials 
and technology in the market to meet the global standards.
Please visit our websites both in China and Taiwan.

With more than 40 years experiences in printing industry, we pride 
ourselves on friendly service, quality products and competitive prices. 
We are constantly expending facilities and capabilities to maintain our
lead in the field.
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Special L-Shape Hex Wrenches, Hollow Rivets, Hex-Head Screws, Screws, Bolts, Fasteners, Washers, Nuts, Wrenches.

CHIEH LING USES
UNREMITTING R&D TO
SUCCEED AS A SUPPLIER OF
FURNITURE FASTENERS 
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Kaohsiung-based Kay Guay Enterprise Co., Ltd. makes fasteners and fittings for furniture, machinery, vehicles, etc.
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Steel Ball Bearing Slide, Slide Rail, Drawer Slide, Heavy-duty Slide, Full Extension Slide, TAI CHEER.
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YEOU YIH 
HARDWARE ENTERPRISE CO., LTD. 

No. 72, Lane 197, Fushan Rd., Sec. 3, Fuhsing 
Hsiang, Changhua Hsien, Taiwan 506
Tel: 886-4-770-2222    Fax: 886-4-770-2927
http://m.cens.com/s/sliders
             www.sliders.com.tw
E-mail taiwan.fl@msa.hinet.net

Yeou Yih Hardware Enterprise designs and manufactures wide-ranging metallic tracks, metallic K/D furniture parts, PC-
desk keyboard/stationery pull trays, safety PC receptacles, plastic drawer slides/slides, CD racks etc. 

Equipped with the latest steel-bearing-slide building machines, plastic injection-molding machines and punch presses, 
we are able to ensure high product quality. Contact us to see how our experience, know-how and professionalism can help 
you build higher added-value in products and profitability. 

Glass-clamping Steel-ball-bearing Track 
/ Slide

Three-stage Steel-ball-bearing Track / 
Slide

27mm Removable Steel-ball-bearing 
Track / Slide

Keyboard Drawers / Stationery Drawers 
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Prd: Handles, Slide Rails, Cabinet Glides, Hinges, Hydraulic Hinges, Glass Door Hinges, Glass Clips
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BRILLIANT LAKE INDUSTRY CO., LTD. / Furniture Accessories, Furniture Parts, Keyboard Drawers, Stationery Drawers, 
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Plastic Parts & Accessories, Brass Bed Parts & Accessories, Plastic Handles, Cabinet Hardware, Casters,Chair Legs.
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滑 軌 組 合 機 專 業 生 產
Ball-Bearing Slide Assembly Machines
We also design and manufacture
brake cable (steel rope) welding
machines and other automatic
special-purpose machinery

本公司亦設計、製造煞車線(鋼索)

熔斷機及其他自動化專用機械

We can design and manufacture slide 
assembly machines in accordance with 
customer samples and requirements.

可依不同樣品形式開發製造不同機型！

鋼索熔斷機

Steel Rope Welding Machine

三節滑軌組合機（46型）
Three-Sectional Slide Assembly Machine (Model 46)

二節滑軌組合機
Two-Sectional Slide 
Assembly Machine

捷聖機械有限公司
JASON AUTO-MACHINERY CO., LTD.

503 彰化縣花壇鄉中山路一段12巷59號
No. 59, Lane 12, Chungshan Rd., Sec. 1, Huatan Hsiang, Changhua Hsien, Taiwan 503

Tel: 886-4-787-4359  Fax: 886-4-787-4309   E-mail: tam.jason9@gmail.com   http://www.cens.com/jason
Tel: 886-4-   E-mail:

 
 Export Dept.: + 23501655   Cellphone: +886-936-177822 mecheng@ms43.hinet.net

加工品圖例，僅供參考！
This is an assembly example, for your reference only
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